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NY Constitutional Convention: 
Checklist for Candidates 

In the November 2018 election, progressives in New York have a tremendous opportunity to shape 
the future of our state by electing delegates to the 2019 state constitutional convention.  Below is a 
“top ten” to look for in delegate candidates.  What are yours? -Zach Emig 

The Progressive Ten, a Checklist for Picking Delegates: 
1. No Sitting Legislators Albany politicians are part of the problem, and they shouldn’t earn a 

second paycheck for trying to fix it. 
2. Transparency Pledges to make the convention function in a transparent, democratic 

manner; with all working drafts, sponsor and author names, and vote 
rollcalls posted online in real time. 

3. Empowering Voters Pledges that every amendment will be put to the public for approval 
individually, rather than as a single referendum question containing 
multiple amendments. 

4. Protecting Public Pensions Pledges to protect Article V, Section 7, which designate public pensions 
as contractual rights, from any changes. 

5. Term Limits for Albany Commits to amending Article III, Section 2, so as to limit assembly 
members to [four] successive terms and senators to [five] successive 
terms. 

6. Women’s Rights Pledges to add to Article I (the Bill of Rights) the right of women to be 
treated equally, including access to reproductive health care services. 

7. Ending Gerrymandering Commits to replacing Article III, Sections 4 and 5, with a simple 
process for non-partisan redistricting, based on easily available 
computer models, that is focused solely on minimizing district 
perimeters and minimizing bisected population centers. 

8. Campaign Finance Reform Pledge to end the blatant use of LLCs and cutouts in financing of state 
elections. 

9. Modernizing our Courts Pledges to rewrite Article VI to modernize and streamline New York’s 
chaotic court system, per the recommendations of the New York State 
Bar Association. 

10.  Strengthen Homerule New York City should control its subways, make its own environmental 
laws, and govern its schools.  The Constitution should be reformed to 
delegate as much power back to municipalities as possible. 

 

 


